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Agenda 
�  Objective: Determine if we can leverage Defence R&D 

Canada’s work for our processes and design 
�  Discussion Points 

� The11 steps  
� Where the steps came from - Overview of their studies  
� High level consideration of what and how can we adopt and adapt 

for our studies 



Uncertainty Visualization Development 
Strategy (UVDS) 
�  Systematic approach for designing an uncertainty 

visualization  “such that the uncertainty visualization suits 
the, primary data, the uncertainty being visualized and the 
user’s needs 

�  Does not tell how to create a visualization 



The 11 steps are a 
sequential checklist with 
embedded non-sequential 
laundry list 



1: Identify an Uncertainty Visualization 
Task 
�  A high level generalized description of the task that can be 

phrased as a problem statement and/or a mission statement 
�  Problem statement: “Uncertainty present in the RMP* needs to 

be visually represented for those who use and build the RMP”  
� Mission Statement: Develop “a visualization technique to enable 

operators to improve their situation awareness of the maritime 
surface picture.” 

* Recognized Maritime Picture (RMP) 



2. Understanding the data that need to 
have their uncertainty visualized 
�  “Metadata” – speed, heading, name, MMSI number, threat, 

destination, type, cargo, digital image 
�  Consider data characteristics such as: 

� Origins – radar, surveillance, self report, voluntary reports 
� Units 
�  Precision of numerical values  (e.g., within 15m) 
� Modifications made to data (e.g., statistical or derived) 
� Dynamic or static (how often updated) 
�  Format (numeric, text, pixels, coded data…) 
� Relationships between data (changes that influence other data) 

 
 



3. Understanding why uncertainty needs 
to be visualized and how the uncertainty 
visualization needs to help the user 

�  Current RMP does not signal the viewer that there is uncertainty 
�  Audience and their intents affect how the data should be 

displayed 
� Uncertainty visualization needs for in-flight air traffic control will 

differ from scientists studying aircraft traffic patterns – safety vs. 
statistical analysis 



4 -7 – Non-sequential Steps 
4. Deciding on the uncertainty to be visualized 

 What uncertainty is useful to the task (e.g., time, position and 
identity in their study) 

5. Deciding on a definition of uncertainty  
 (e.g., “uncertainty is the dissimilarity between a given 
representation of reality and the known or unknown reality”) 

6. Determine the specific causes of the uncertainty 
7. Determine the causal categories of the uncertainty 

 Categories of uncertainty are related to issues of : timeliness, 
precision, availability (missing or inaccessible), error (human or 
machine), ambiguity (multiple meanings or interpretations) 

 



8. Determine the visualization 
requirements 
�  Provide “enough information to make an educated decision 

on whether to obtain more information about a contact, a 
group of contacts or area.” 
� Visualization needs to show if there is a problem, but not 

detailed values of the uncertainty 
� Colors and symbols must not conflict with RMP symbology 
� Representation must be uniquely and immediately understood 

without additional information or actions 
�  Size of symbology must be appropriate for the zoom level  
� Coding should conform to existing psychological constructs and 

stereotypes  



9. Prepare the uncertainty for 
visualization 
�  Having “the required uncertainty ready to be used in the 

visualization” 
� Calculating uncertainty from collected data 
� Assigning uncertainty to levels or categories of data 
� Transforming measurements into proper units 
�  Levels of uncertainty represented may depend on the objective 

of the experiment (e.g., whether testing symbols or levels of 
uncertainty values) 



10. Try different uncertainty 
visualization techniques 







Sensor Quality and Time  
�  Sensor quality – cross-hatching or gray solid fill 
�  Time lateness – border solid/broken;  border color green/

gold 



11. Get audience opinions and 
criticisms 



Training 












